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Unlocking cooling for
everyone, everywhere.
Cooling is a foundation of modern
society, wherever you are in the world.
From keeping vaccines, food and beverages cold.
Cooling is everywhere and vital to everyday life,
but existing technology is not up to the job.
SureChill's unique solution can help solve different
cooling challenges on a global scale.
We believe in having a positive impact. Not just
in the quality of the products we create, but in
the way that they can improve the lives of people
using them.

We are powering a transformation in
refrigeration.
SureChill's revolutionary technology delivers
consistent temperature without constant power
or hurting the planet.
Our ethos is to work hand in hand with our
customers to create innovative and nature
inspired solutions.
We believe that everyone should have access to
the life-changing benefits of refrigeration and our
technology is the catalyst for this.

Proudly making a difference around
the world.
With offices and manufacturing in the UK,
East Africa, West Africa, Hong Kong, China and
India we are expanding our reach and developing
new markets.

60+

Countries use
SureChill fridges

71M+

Vaccines
delivered

20,000+
SureChill fridges
in use
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Passionate and driven.
Working with integrity SureChill has a proven track record of supplying medical
refrigerators globally. We've a reputation of trust as a recognised partner for
international NGOs, Ministries of Health, and Private Healthcare Centres.

Medical refrigeration
Stable, uniform, freeze-free cooling.
SureChill’s vaccine refrigerators are perfect for
protecting vital medical and livestock vaccinations.
Ensuring lifesaving supplies, like blood, vaccines, and
insulin, remain perfectly cool.
The stable, uniform, freeze-free cooling offers peace
of mind and prevents the loss from temperature
fluctuations eliminating accidental freezing of vaccines
through human error.
Getting it wrong is expensive and incurs humanitarian,
financial, and economic costs. It places strain on
healthcare systems. Whether it’s in clinics with erratic
power or off-grid farms requiring solar power our range
of products has the solution.

Productive & Domestic refrigeration
Extraordinary off-grid fridges
for households and small businesses.
Traditional refrigerators aimed at the off-grid market
have relied on expensive generators or batteries.
Adding significant up-front and replacement costs
throughout the appliance's lifetime.
Conflicting requirements from other loads on the
system can lead to poor fridge performance and
disappointed users.
We are on a mission to bring specialised off-grid fridge
solutions combined with PAYGO technology to millions.
Working with our network of last-mile distribution
partners we provide access to life-enhancing
products on fair and affordable terms to under-served
consumers.
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Robust, adaptable,
and scalable
Our patented technology is able to use grid electricity when available, run on solar
power when off-grid, or use our revolutionary thermal ice store to cool when no
power is available even in the harshest conditions.
We've used the power of nature and utilised ice in a way that is been described as ‘ingenious’ by a
Nobel prize-winning scientist. Our innovative battery-less fridges ensure greater reliability, lower
maintenance costs, and less pollution.

Freeze-free guarantee

Sustainable cooling

No power, no problem

No batteries required

Simple, yet incredibly effective.
Using water and ice as a wholly natural way to store power, our cooling
devices are cutting out the use of harmful chemicals and providing an
eternally rechargeable ‘battery’.
Water at it’s most densest is a constant temperature of 4°C. When it
freezes, it retains and stores high density energy. Providing constantly
stable temperature for long periods of time.

Thermal energy store
(Ice)

Storage
compartment
at 4°C

It teams perfectly with solar power or any other situation when the
power supply is sporadic, and is designed to operate in the harshest
climates.

We're passionate, flexible,
practical in our approach, and
driven to succeed.
Gold medal advancement of refrigeration
Institute of refrigeration, London

The most innovative new cold
chain technology of the year
Annual cold chain global forum, USA
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Working with integrity.
Underpinned by quality
At SureChill, we want to delight
our customers. We are passionate
about adding value and offering
products that exceed our
customers’ ever-changing needs,
expectations, and requirements.
Our entrepreneurial drive means
we're committed to continually
improving processes to ensure that
our product and service programs
are of the highest quality.
Superior training
SureChill offers bespoke in-country training from their team of experienced engineers, transferring
knowledge of how to operate the technology, directly to the local communities involved. SureChill
refrigerators are straightforward to install but learning from best practices developed over many
years will help them run reliably into the future.

Partners expertise
We have established a global network of service and sales partners which enables an exceptional
customer experience all over the world. Our partners have been carefully selected through a
rigorous process. This network of local expertise provides pre-sales, installation, and post-sales
activities.

Unparalleled quality track-record
Our fridges are robust, reliable, and secure. Designed to work for a minimum of 10 years in the
harshest environments with unrivalled temperature stability. Our vaccine fridges are World Health
Organization (WHO) approved and our quality management systems are accredited to
ISO 9001:2015 standard.

Always making a difference
Our technology helps support with the delivery of 9 of the UN's Sustainable Development Goals.
Accelerating the affordability, availability, efficiency, and performance of a range of low-energy
inclusive appliances that are suited to developing country markets and that promote greater
social inclusion.
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At SureChill, we are eager to explore working with companies and
develop ways to work together to drive wider access to cooling and deliever
its ife-changing benefits to people who need it the most.
Our innovative and robust cooling technology makes it happen.

Interested in investing, distributing, licensing,
and manufacturing our product?
Get in touch to become a SureChill partner.

+44 (0) 3300 026 444
hello@surechill.com
www.surechill.com
@SureChill
@sure_chill

